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Retaining good employees is a challenge for any organization, whether big or small. 
However, this challenge gets even murkier when you’re a bootstrapping startup where every 
hire is responsible for organization success. In fact, product success in start-ups is directly 
correlated to employee satisfaction. 

How then can a startup compete with big wigs and hold on to their star talent?

While retaining good talent is obviously highly crucial for the success of your 
company, it is an intense challenge when operating in a cut throat environment with large 
organizations that compete for your best employees, by offering lucrative 
benefits such as better pay and better perks.

How then, can you set yourself apart and build a brand that resonates with your customers 
as well as your employees? Check out our top tips to generate loyalty in your most key 
assets and create an awesome culture that inspires innovation and drives growth:

From promoting the right values to offering flexibility and fun to employees to enabling a 
constant learning process for employees to grow in their career, we’ve gathered top tips to 
keep them happy and your company growing:

1. Make your broader purpose felt : Using money to convince someone to work at 
your startup can backfire pretty quickly. If money is the sole driver for someone to join you, 
then they are just as likely to leave again as soon as a better offer comes along. If you are a 
startup with a product that you firmly believe is solving a problem, you can convince people 
that they are involved in meaningful work that has long term value and benefit to the 
community it seeks to serve. The vision and mission of your organization (and how well they 
are absorbed) are vital in determining the connection a potential employee feels with your 
startup and the camaraderie you develop by sharing a common goal that serves an 
important person. 

2. Offer equity : Startups should consider offering their employees equity in their 
company. Allocating equity to employees in the form of stock option plans has dual 
benefits – not only does it help you build a lasting relationship with the employee, but it also 
creates a monetary incentive for them. Your first employees also determine the kind of talent 
your business will attract later on, so it’s important to make sure that you’re hiring the best 
and giving them the best.
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3. Have an open door policy : HubSpot founder Dharmesh Shah is famous for 
touting their ‘no doors policy’ which translates to a flat management structure, where every 
single employee is given the freedom to carve their own growth path and is encouraged to 
share their ideas on how to make their company or the product better. The idea that every 
employee, no matter what their designation or seniority level, is free to contribute ideas to 
help shape actions that influence the organization, provides rich dividends in terms of work 
satisfaction. Easy access to senior leadership also bodes really well with go-getters who are 
all about delivering results.

4. Celebrate every win : The best way to push your employees to do better is 
unsurprisingly, encouraging them to take pride in their accomplishments. Very few things 
can replaced the personal satisfaction one gets from knowing that they are progressing and 
growing in their career. In start-ups especially, it is important to make every member of your 
team valued in terms their contribution to the big picture. It would be extra courteous to ask 
your employees how they like to be rewarded (a vacation? The chance to attend an 
upcoming conference?). Bottom line, rewards and celebrations aren’t always about the 
money involved; it is about how valued you make your employees feel.

5. Be transparent : To truly make your employees feel connected with your startup, 
share with them how you are advancing and what your plans are as the startup progresses. 
You can directly involve them in your success by sharing important milestones and ensuring 
that all employees understand what their contribution is and what you expect of them in the 
coming days. When C-level executives take the time to understand challenges and 
accomplishments of each individual in the team, it motivates employees to push harder and 
building a high quality, high rate product, not just because they’re getting paid, but because 
you have gained their loyalty.

6. Form peer groups : Being a part of peer groups ensures that employees are being 
challenged to think big and innovate.  It also creates a pleasant sense of camaraderie that is 
very important to the startup. When employees feel like they are on a challenging journey 
together with a goal to accomplish something big, they would treasure the team and be less 
likely to leave.
 
7. Get them excited about coming to the office : 
How about making your office a fun place to work? Small 
updates to the interiors, adding a ping pong table or two, 
stacking up a fridge – these are all minor perks that can make 
a world of difference to your employees. Recognize that your 
employees are real people, with very real needs. Allowing your 
employees to connect at a social level also solidifies inter-team 
relationships. When you have a bunch of smart, motivated 
people who also love to work together, you have a winning recipe for product success.

8. Ask unsuitable people to leave quickly : It really does take one bad apple to 
spoil the bunch. Bad hires can quickly generate an unwanted toxic atmosphere at work. 
Unfortunately, negative behaviour has a much stronger influence on others than positive 
behaviour, so ensure that you are cutting the bad hires loose as quickly as possible. 
Conversely, if you are in the situation of hiring a great person, who just isn’t a good fit for 
what you are doing, it is still important to let go of them as soon as you realize that it is not 
going to work out. They deserve to find a place that is a good fit for them, and you deserve 
to have someone that can contribute 100% to your startup. 
 
9. Allow (and even encourage) employees to keep learning : 
Any employee that is worth your time, wants to learn and expand their skillset and industry 
knowledge. Whether it is sponsoring interesting industry conferences and seminars for your 
employees or letting them take time off to attend a networking event, learning helps keep 
your employees engaged and motivated. Not only are you contributing in a big way to their 
personal and professional growth, but all of that learning can yield rich dividends to your 
startup as well.

10. Give them a break! : Giving your employees a break can mean anything from 
flexible work environments, paid vacations, flex days, work from home options and so on. All 
these approaches help rejuvenate employees and keep them excited about work. 
Depending on exactly how your startup operates, you can vary your perks, but giving your 
employees this much needed flexibility in any form, pushes them to bring their best 
creativity forward.

On a closing note, it may be worth it to mention that there are companies out there that offer 
unlimited vacation to their employees. The results are surprising. By giving employee 
autonomy over how they work, these companies are able to inspire the best work out of 
them!

The magic formula to keep your employees happy and with your startup for a very long 
time, rather than run away to the next company offering them better pay or perks is this: 

Do everything you can to build a happy, engaged and united group. 
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